
Topographic Voids

“Topographic voids” proposes a new model of verticalization of the 
traditional Latin American neighborhoods and explores a new ver-
tical landscaping system. The project is built on a modular structure 
that grows in connection with the vertical development process of 
the city through a wooden structural system marked by three cons-
truction stages; through different parametrization processes, a series 
of voids are generated in the structure on which various biomes are 
proposed: those biomes replicate and recreate different Colombian 
thermal floors that change their thermal and plant condition as it 
grows vertically, so the project explores a new way of insert envi-
ronmental and topographical scenes in an architectural body.

Reimagining green buildings. The possibility of consolidating the environmen-

tal component as a spatial design pattern is explored: vegetation and green spaces 

are then the elements that organize architecture. In this way, the conventional 

logics of green constructions are inverted:

Structure > Nature that adapts

Nature > Structure that adapts

Contained topographies. A series of iterations are developed to explore diffe-

rent ways of generating topographies contained within a vertical body, unders-

tanding these as excavations, concave/convex surfaces, reliefs, craters, among 

others, in order to embed a mountain in an architectural body.

Tower as thermal floors. Taking advantage of the growth in height and the 

changing climatic conditions of the vertical project, the re-creation of different 

Andean thermal floors contained in the structure is proposed to generate different 

biomes in the middle of the city.

Geometrical adaptation. Voids are generated on a base reticular structure 

where the vegetation is implanted. This geometry is predominant and around it 

the architectural program begins to emerge.



Foundation. Foundation with driven 

piles in reinforced concrete.

GF Plan. Ground floor consolidated as a floodplain forest that 

functions as an articulator between the building and the city. 

Urban furniture is proposed to generate a first active level.

First and Second floor plan. Central core where the labora-

tories and wood treatment workshops are located, surrounded 

by the topographical voids and a series of complementary 

social programs (Libraries, playgrounds, housing, etc.).

Central core. Central reticulated core 

in laminated timber.

Truss belts. Belts with horizontal 

reinforcing corbels that mark the 

construction stages of the tower.

Vertical circulation. Concrete hoists 

and elevators, and structural timbered 

stairs.

Internal stiffening plates. CLT plates 

embedded in central core and 

stiffening belts.

External stiffening plate. CLT plates 

embedded in scaffolding perimeter.

Perimeter scaffolding. Perimeter 

scaffolding in laminated timber with 

structural ribs for topographic voids.

Concrete shells. Structural shells in 

reinforced concrete.

The project proposes to re-signify the carpentry and joinery work 
typical of the place of intervention through the consolidation of a 
large laboratory for the alternative exploration of wood: a central 
programmatic core is proposed where classrooms, workshops, and 
other spaces are located (dedicated to the treatment of the material) 
which is complemented with a social, communal and residential pro-
gram that is inserted in the periphery of the structural core.

AA’  Section. The subtractions generated in the structure 

seek to dilute the vertical and horizontal limits between the 

building and the city, generating double and triple height 

spaces where nature is located.

The voids generated in the structure are used as structural elements, so ribs 

are created that generate structural continuity with the perimeter scaffolding. 

Different green scenarios are located in these voids to propose a vertically 

contained landscaping system.


